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FOREWORD
When the new DFA board took up its term in August 2011 we planned many exciting events to
engage our members. The publication of this Perspective eBook is a fitting way to celebrate our
fifth birthday by celebrating the documentary storytellers of South Africa.
Although these interviews already exist on our website, the process took time. The first step was
to send out emails to all the filmmakers interviewed for Perspective for their permission to use the
interviews and images in the eBook and to use the eBook to generate some income for the DFA.
The interviews published in this eBook are of the filmmakers who responded positively and were
happy with the plan presented to them. I would like to thank the filmmakers who did respond and
who, in doing so, made this eBook a possibility.
Next, I took it upon myself to get to grips with some publishing software and to copy and paste the
text and images from the website to the book. Those who have worked in desktop publishing know
what this means and now I do too. While it’s always exciting to be able to learn new software and
produce something tangible, I had no-one to turn to when I didn’t know what to do, which tool to
use, or how to move a box. Now that the book is complete, I still cannot say that I know how to do
these things.
[Please note that the images in the eBook appear darker on iPhones and iPads, i.e. on iOS
systems.]
As life goes, there were times I was able to work on the book for four consecutive nights and then
this flow was interrupted. When I returned to the book, perhaps two months later, I would have to
familiarise myself with all the tools again and hit upon correct keystroke combinations by chance.
The interviews published in this book include Perspective interviews from 2008 through to those
conducted in 2011, where filmmakers have consented. Interviews conducted after 2011 are not
included in the eBook. The interviews conducted between 2008 – 2010 will now be removed from
the website and will only be available through purchasing the Perspective eBook. This eBook is a
gift to DFA members who supported the DFA through the 2011-2012 membership year. We hope
that individuals and institutions alike will be interested to read these interviews and be encouraged
to purchase the Perspective eBook for download.
We hope that DFA members enjoy the interviews in the eBook and continue to enjoy the online
interviews. We also encourage you to pick a South African documentary film and filmmakers to
interview in the very simple Perspective format and contribute to the ongoing electronic publication
of Perspective.
Happy reading!
Tina-Louise Smith
Editor
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AFRIKAAPS

DYLAN
VALLEY
Catherine directs

Kyle Shepherd

Killer ensemble

PHOTOS COURTESY OF DYLAN VALLEY

AFRIKAAPS
DIRECTOR: DYLAN VALLEY
The untold story of Afrikaans may seem rather academic and hard to translate to film. Add to this
the story of a theatre troupe and their production, Afrikaaps that they use to tell this untold story,
and you have quite a challenge ahead of you if your job is to make the film about all of this. Dylan
Valley, however, first time documentary filmmaker was admirably up to the task. Together with
editor, Khalid Shamis, he crafted a story that entertains, informs and – for those whose dialect is
explored – even vindicates.
TELLING THE STORY OF THE MAKING OF A THEATRE PERFORMANCE COULD BE AN
OVERWHELMING OR UNWIELDY PROJECT - HOW DID YOU MANAGE IT? WHAT WAS YOUR PLAN?
Before I was asked by Catherine (the director of the theatre project) to document Afrikaaps, I was
already on the team as a video maker for the show. That gave me a huge advantage because I
was there from the beginning. I think my plan was to always have the camera ready, and shoot
anything that seemed relevant.
WHEN YOU WERE ASKED TO DOCUMENT THE PROCESS, WHAT WERE YOUR INITIAL THOUGHTS?
Haha! I think my immediate thoughts were, how the heck am I going to make videos for a theatre
show (something I had never done before) and shoot and plan a documentary at the same time?
But I was ready for the challenge, and very excited about the project.
CAN YOU EXPLAIN HOW THE FILM STORY BEGAN TO TAKE SHAPE IN YOUR HEAD? HOW DID YOU
BEGIN TO MAKE SENSE OF YOUR TASK?
I always thought the film would end up resembling The Buena Vista Social Club by Wim Wenders.
I’m a huge fan of the film, and I referenced its style and structure a lot in my initial documentary
proposal. Because I had around ten characters in my film, I needed to reference a successful
musical documentary film that had quite a large cast. The film ended up being quite different from
what I had initially planned.
SO, WHAT DID YOU HAVE IN MIND ORIGINALLY, THEN
Buena Vista Social Club on the Cape Flats! With the added twist of the Afrikaans language issue.
DID YOU SHARE THE AFRIKAAPS PHILOSOPHY BEFORE YOU WERE APPROACHED TO MAKE THE FILM,
OR DID IT GROW ON YOU?
I was pretty much on the same page from day one. I had written an article with my sister, Greer,
about Afrikaans hip hop and the origins of Afrikaans in the Cape just before I met Catherine and
Aryan (Kaganof), the dramaturg. The timing was just perfect and we really clicked. I learnt a great
deal in the process as well. Some of the history we learnt really blew my mind.
DID YOU SHARE ALL THE POINTS OF VIEW OF THE PERFORMERS AND THEIR DIRECTOR, OR WERE
THERE ANY POINTS OF DIFFERENCE? IF THERE WERE, HOW DID YOU APPROACH THIS?
There were no major disagreements. I think everyone brought their own point of view to the table,
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and everything was mixed together. Catherine was really brilliant in that she didn’t try to impose
her vision onto the performers. Everyone had a huge amount of respect for each other, and I think
it really came through in their performances and in the film.
EVERYONE IN THE PLAY HAS A CHANCE TO SAY SOMETHING ON SCREEN – THAT IS VERY
DIPLOMATIC. THE INTERVIEW TIME FOR SOME OF THESE CHARACTERS IS VERY SHORT – WHAT
INFORMED YOUR DECISION TO GIVE EVERYONE A VOICE?
That was one of the things I was really pushing for in the edit. Being a part of the show, I really
witnessed how much of a collaborative process it was. If anyone was under-represented, it would
have been a huge error on my part.
HOW LONG DID IT TAKE YOU TO MAKE THE FILM?
All together, I’d say seven months.
HOW MANY CAMERA PEOPLE DID YOU HAVE WITH YOU?
Most of the time it was just myself on camera, and sound as well. For shooting the performances
at the Baxter Theatre we had three other camera people.
DID YOU HAVE EXTRA CREW WHEN YOU WENT TO THE KLEIN KAROO NASIONALE KUNSTEFEES?
Yes, it was me and the sound operator Juan Kindo. He actually makes a cameo appearance in the
film and shakes Aryan’s hand. He is probably the most filmed sound man in South Africa.
WHY DID YOU DECIDE ON THE HANDHELD, JUMP CUT STYLE?
I prefer handheld in most situations because it aids mobility while shooting and it feels more
personal, and if done well can add to the feel of the film instead of giving the audience motion
sickness.
I like jump cuts (in moderation) because they don’t hide an edit, so the audience can see exactly
where you’ve cut. I really like that for some reason.
HOW DID YOU WORK WITH THE EDITOR – DID HE HAVE FREEDOM TO SHAPE THE STORY, OR DID
YOU GUIDE HIM WITH A BRIEF?
Working with Khalid Shamis, the editor, was a lot of fun. It was a very collaborative process. By the
time he came in there was a rough brief or structure, but it was very flexible. Together we shifted a
lot of stuff around on a drawing board before we were satisfied.
DID YOU DECIDE ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE FILM DURING THE EDIT OR WHILE FILMING?
I had a structure for the story which I had workshopped with the producers, Miki and Lauren, before the time. I had also met with Khalid and discussed and shared ideas before we started
editing.
THE FILM IS RICH WITH MUSIC – HOW DID YOU WORK THE MUSIC INTO THE FILM?
We decided to not have the theatre show dominate the screen time. Instead, we used songs from
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the show to punctuate different points in the narrative. For example there is a scene in the film
where one of the cast members gets arrested; we cut that together with a moving ghoema song in
the show that deals with the historically unfair judicial system in South Africa. We had a lot of great
music to choose from, so that made it so much easier.
WHO DO YOU THINK WILL ENJOY THE FILM?
I think it appeals to both a local and international audience, as it deals with universal themes.
However, I think that young South Africans especially will enjoy it, particularly the so called
coloured community as it might reveal parts of their heritage they have never known about. I
myself certainly never knew the extent to which the Malays, the Khoi and the San had shaped the
language until I started researching this for myself.
WHO DO YOU THINK WILL COME TO WATCH THE FILM?
I’m not sure, but I’m hoping for as many Afrikaans speaking people of all lineages and dialects to
come see the film.
THEATRE DOES NOT REACH AS WIDE AN AUDIENCE AS FILM CAN – HOW DO YOU PLAN TO SPREAD
THE AFFIRMING MESSAGE OF AFRIKAAPS BEYOND THE MINDS OF THOSE WHO ALREADY BUY INTO
ITS PHILOSOPHY?
I definitely want to get it shown at schools, events, on TV and festivals. Basically everywhere! Oh,
AND we organize free Documentary Filmmakers Association screenings at ObsCafe every Monday at 7pm, called DocLove Nights (search for the group on facebook.) I’ll be sure to screen it
there as well sometime in the future.
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DON’T
LUCILLA
SHOOT BLANKENBERG
Riaan Cruywagen reading the
New South African news

Lucilla and the crew interviewing
Riaan Cruywagen

PHOTOS COURTESY OF COMMUNITY MEDIA TRUST

DON’T SHOOT
DIRECTOR: LUCILLA BLANKENBERG
Lucilla Blankenberg is a filmmaker living in Cape Town. She studied Communications and
Psychology through UNISA and filmmaking at City Varsity in Cape Town. After City Varsity she
bought an edit suite and taught herself to use it. While she was learning to use the edit suite, Jack
Lewis hired her as a transcriber and she eventually got roped into being a partner at Idol Pictures.
When I met up with Lucilla Blankenberg she was in the middle of directing a 60 second PSA for
Siyayinqoba Beat It!, producing a feature length documentary on the South African textile industry
called Atlantis and working on an SABC documentary called Black People Don’t Swim. It was
difficult to find a gap that suited both of us, but eventually I trekked out to Muizenberg and spent
half an hour talking to her at the end of one of those cold Cape Town June days.
Don’t Shoot is a film that questions the news the public receives and the messenger’s role in this
news. The messenger in this instance is Riaan Cruywagen.
THE MUSIC AND COMMENTS AT THE START OF THE FILM SUGGEST WE’RE IN FOR SOMETHING
CLEVER AND AMUSING, YET IT SEEMS TO GET A BIT TENSE TOWARDS THE END. IS THIS WHAT YOU
WERE HOPING FOR?
I thought the film would be simple; I thought he lied to us for so many years and in the film I would
get him to admit that he lied to us. And then, when I met him I was a bit star struck, he was so
polite that I didn’t want to hurt him, I didn’t want to offend him. So I couldn’t launch into a straightforward attack on him. I gave him a chance to explain himself and why he did what he did.
WHAT DID RIAAN CRUYWAGEN DO?
It isn’t included in the film because he doesn’t give us enough to work with when he talks about it,
but he was there at the start of the SABC and he was head of SABC news when it first started. He
told us that someone else started reading the news and then that person left for some reason or
other and he stepped in. But he had been a news gatherer and he had also been the Washington
foreign correspondent for the SABC. So, he was more than just a news reader, he knew how to
make news and put stories together and he was aware that the news he was reading out to South
Africa wasn’t the truth. I tried to get him to admit to lying to us, but he kept evading my question.
We interviewed him for an hour before he went on to read the news and then he had to go into the
studio. Just before he went on to read the news, I asked him some of the same questions again,
but he gave me the same answers as before.
IF HE LIED TO US DURING APARTHEID, WHY DO YOU THINK HE’S STILL READING THE NEWS UNDER
OUR NEW DISPENSATION?
He does his job so well, that’s why he’s still there. He reads the news uncritically unthinkly. The
SABC can rely on him to be uncritical today too.
WHAT WERE YOU HOPING TO ACHIEVE WITH THE FILM?
I would like to change people’s perceptions of the news; I would like them to be more critical. I
want them to think that if he lied to us for twenty years, why should we believe him now when he
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tells us what happened in the world today?
DID YOU WARM TO HIM?
He’s quite amusing and seriously smooth. He hardly stutters or repeats himself. He speaks really
well. I did like him.
WAS HE EASY TO WORK WITH?
Yes, he was very agreeable. He’s also been in a music video where he and the bass player swop
roles – so he plays bass and the bass player reads the news. He’s also proud to be the longest
serving news reader and he liked talking about that.
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF THE RIAAN CRUYWAGEN FAN CLUB, THEN?
No, I’m not a member of the fan club.
HOW DID YOU GET HIM TO AGREE TO BE IN THE FILM?
He wasn’t immediately game. When I approached him, he said I would need to speak to the SABC
and check with them; when the SABC said it was fine, he told me to speak to his news editor. He
put in a good word for us with the news editor and when his editor said it was fine, then he said he
would think about it. I had to send him the questions I wanted to ask and explain how I planned to
use them. And then he agreed to do the interview.
HOW MUCH TIME DID YOU SPEND WITH HIM?
We only had an hour for the interview and we only had one chance. We couldn’t do it again. He
didn’t want us to film him anywhere else, he refused to have us filming him while he was in makeup. He actually called it panel beating.
DID YOU FILM THE INTERVIEW AT THE SABC?
We filmed the interview at his UASA (United Association of South Africa – a union that represents workers in the diamond, motor, manufacturing, transport, mining and engineering industries
– where Riaan Cruywagen works when he’s not reading the news) office in Johannesburg. He
chose the boardroom and we simply had to work with it. So, we lit only him and no-one else to
illustrate the point that what you see on tv is made to look that way – so he was lit really well and
we were there all grainy and underexposed. We also decided to film him from the side during the
interview because who has ever seen Riaan Cruywagen from the side – we only ever see him
from the front on tv.
WHY DID YOU PUT YOURSELF AND THE CREW IN THE FILM?
I wanted to show that there is a difference between what we see on tv and how things really are;
we always assume that the news is factual and true, but the main point of the film is that we can’t
take this for granted. So, by putting myself and the crew into the film, I was trying to show that
there is a process to making the news and to making film; that what you see at the end of it all is
someone’s idea of what you need to see, not necessarily the truth.
That’s also why we show behind-the-scenes in the newsroom; it’s the media at work, making the
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truth for the public.
THERE ARE SOME OTHER PEOPLE YOU HAVE IN THE FILM AND IT’S NOT CLEAR WHO THESE PEOPLE
ARE OR WHY YOU HAVE THEIR COMMENTS IN THE FILM.
I wanted those people to be vox pop type comments. I shot all over the place for those, at the
station, at taxi ranks, at UWC, but in the end they didn’t really work. They seemed random and
unconnected with too much movement, like a magazine insert and they weren’t very critical. So, I
decided to direct and structure the film a bit more and I asked some of my friends who had been
around through the apartheid news for their comments. I was surprised that no-one was angry
about him having lied to us all those years, even my friends. Everyone likes him. I think he does
his job excellently, which is why people like him.
WHY DON’T YOU TELL VIEWERS WHO THESE PEOPLE ARE?
The film is about the whole idea of objectivity in the media being a false concept because you can
construct anything you want. You can create your own world – the news does it, so I did it too: I
created a world where I don’t have to explain who people are in the film.
THE WAY YOU’VE STRUCTURED THE FILM IT ALMOST SUGGESTS THAT THE UNCRITICAL AND BLINDLY
ACCEPTING PEOPLE ARE YOUNG WHITE WOMEN AND THAT THE MORE CRITICAL AND
QUESTIONING PEOPLE ARE MIDDLE-AGED BLACK PEOPLE. WHY IS IT LIKE THIS?
I get that from a lot of my friends when they see the film. Like I said, the vox pops I shot originally
didn’t work for me and because the film is about artifice, I felt I could manipulate the content to
convey the message I wanted it to convey. So, I chose my friends because I knew they would be
more analytical than the vox pops. And those girls at the start of the film, they say the nicest things
about Cruywagen and more importantly, I was looking for someone to say that he had been on tv
her whole life.
HOW CLOSE IS THE FILM TO YOUR ORIGINAL SCRIPT?
I wrote the treatment with an introduction, a body and some of the ending and I chose the
moments in history that I wanted to ask him about. Obviously Riaan didn’t say what I wanted him
to say, so that changed, but I stuck to most of my original questions. In the original script I had him
reading the official, but untrue news and then showed the unofficial, but true version and this set
up a straightforward contradiction. This was difficult to execute because you know how the SABC’s
archives are - they’re not very organized and I couldn’t easily look at a catalogue and choose the
news that was read by Riaan Cruywagen. I had to select Afrikaans news around a certain date
and then watch all of it to find the news that Riaan Cruywagen had read. This affected the making
of the film considerably, as I could only lock down the final archive that I wanted two days before
online.
HOW LONG DID IT TAKE TO EDIT THE FILM, THEN?
I think it took about four weeks. I captured the footage in the beginning for a week and then the
editor, Jari Heikenien arrived. Brian Tilley, the producer, suggested I leave Jari alone to go through
the footage and then put something together. We left him alone for two days and then we went out
to re-shoot because, as I said, I wasn’t happy with the way the vox pops had turned out.
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I think it was great that Yari wasn’t South African – there were various editors on the Why
Democracy series, who were brought in by the producers to work on the series – because he
was able to view the footage with both a fresh eye and also without the baggage that I have from
apartheid. So for him this was footage about this guy, Riaan Cruywagen, whom he didn’t have any
history with.
WHAT WAS YOUR BUDGET LIKE?
The whole budget was around R8 000 or R9 000 a minute for eight-and-a-half minutes, which
turned into eleven minutes.
WHAT DID YOU LEARN ABOUT FILMMAKING FROM MAKING THIS FILM?
I learnt a lot about producing from working with Don Edkins and Brian Tilley, actually. They were
always under a lot of pressure and they didn’t crack. I produce all the time and this film was only
the second time that I got to direct. I found that as producers they were very nurturing, whereas
when I produce, I never step away from a film, I find it very hard to let go of it. It was good for me
to work with a different team of people.
WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES A GOOD DOCUMENTARY?
One of my favourite films in the Why Democracy series is Vote for Me about the school children in
China running for class monitor.
But I think a lot of time and money makes a good documentary. I think I could make a good
documentary if I had the time. I always feel that I run out of time and I can’t let it go. I would like
to make more satire, but it’s a hard format to get right. I try to be irreverent – I want to play with
things more.
I like different types of documentaries, but I especially like cheeky films. There are some films that
are poorly made but I find I forgive them if the story is good.
WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES OF MAKING A SHORT DOCUMENTARY FILM VS A LONGER FILM?
There is less time to waste, every shot and idea have to be well planned and executed. Although,
I’d like to believe that this is the same for long films.

INTERVIEWED BY: TINA-LOUISE SMITH
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GLITTERBOYS LAUREN
AND GANGLANDS BEUKES
Eva Torez at work

Eva Torez on stage

Kat Gilardi on stage

PHOTOS COURTESY OF OKUHLE MEDIA

GLITTERBOYS AND GANGLANDS
DIRECTOR: LAUREN BEUKES
Glitterboys and Ganglands is acclaimed writer, Lauren Beukes’, debut documentary on the Miss
Gay Western Cape competition in Cape Town.
I was privileged enough to work with Lauren and Matthew on this documentary. We had a fairly
tight deadline by the time Lauren phoned me and I think the fact that I edited during the day and
Matthew sometimes at night made it a varied product. The edit is a combination of all our efforts
and work and in the end, every single person who walked into the edit suite gave input.
While Lauren was on tour for her book Zoo City, I caught up with her via email.
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO DO A DOCUMENTARY ON MISS GAY WESTERN CAPE? WHY DID YOU
WANT TO TELL THIS STORY?
LAUREN (L): We have a list of dream projects and one of them was a documentary on Miss Gay
Soweto, but that hasn’t run for a few years. We got wind of Miss Gay Western Cape – which is the
biggest in the province – at a moment when we had the spare time and resources to do it. It was
pure serendipity.
YOUR THREE MAIN CHARACTERS ARE REALLY SPECIAL, BUT ALSO VERY DIVERSE. IT WAS INCREDIBLE
THAT THEIR PERSONAL STORIES DOVETAILED SO NEATLY WITH THE BUILD-UP TOWARDS THE MISS GAY
WESTERN CAPE EVENT AND THE OUTCOME. HOW DID YOU ACHIEVE THIS?
L: As a long-time journalist, I’ve learnt that the stories find you – it’s all about finding the right people. I was able to interview all the girls at one of the events running up to the big night and I chose
the three people who seemed to have the most interesting stories (and a fourth who was moslem,
but also hadn’t come out to her parents yet – so after we discussed it, we decided rather not to
feature her as one of our main stories). The way it turned out was again, pure serendipity. It just so
happened that one of our girls won, one lost (badly) and one was a surprise top five!
THE ENTIRE DOCUMENTARY WAS SHOT AND EDITED IN QUITE A SHORT PERIOD. WHAT CHALLENGES
DID YOU FACE?
L: I was lucky to work with experienced and brilliant editors, Izette Mostert and Matthew Brown
(who edited the pageant scenes). When you came in, we had the core story down, but it sagged in
places and just wasn’t working in others. You brought your 15 years of experience to bear to make
subtle tweaks and rearrangements that made all the difference. A good editor is able to instantly
see what’s working and how to fix it without stepping on the story.
We did have major issues with audio syncing using the Canon 7D and eventually our
long-suffering and very tolerant assistant editor, Dene McLeod. had to manually sync the entire
thing.
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YOU ARE A HUSBAND-WIFE TEAM, HOW DID THIS WORK? WOULD YOU SAY IT WAS AN ADVANTAGE?
L: We’ve worked together for the last five years at the now defunct Clockwork Zoo where Matt was
director/producer and I was head scriptwriter and occasional director. Look, it always helps when
you’re sleeping with the boss! In all seriousness, our working relationship plays off our strengths.
We push each other and probably give each other more grief than you would a co-worker you
weren’t married to.
ALTHOUGH IT’S A LIGHT HEARTED FILM THAT KEEPS YOU SMILING, YOU TOUCHED SOME HEAVY
SUBJECTS LIKE POVERTY, RAPE, HOMOSEXUALITY AND HIV and AIDS. HOW DID YOU MANAGE TO
KEEP IT POSITIVE AND NOT BE DRAGGED DOWN BY THESE HEAVY ISSUES?
L: By letting the subjects speak for themselves and, of course, choosing great subjects in the first
place. The pageant is just a wonderful thing: a celebration of who they are (or choose to be
sometimes). So really we just filmed what happened in a way that was both respectful and fun and
let it veer into the darker moments naturally. It was about sharing their stories without dwelling on
the darkness and always picking up the mood after.
YOU ALSO EDITED ON THE FILM – HOW DID YOU FIND SHARING THE EDIT SUITE?
MATTHEW (M): It was actually pretty cool – I didn’t have to cut the content so much as the music
theme pieces. I like to work on my own, so we took turns during the day or I worked at night. But
one of the challenges was the way we had shot sound and picture separately and the syncing
software was a complete lemon. I lost weeks of my life that I won’t get back through trying to sync
the sound.
THIS IS NOT A COMMISSIONED DOCUMENTARY – HOW DID YOU FUND IT AND WHAT CHALLENGES
DID YOU FACE?
M: We were very lucky that Okuhle Media agreed to invest in the film and gave us financial
support from an early stage. We managed to keep hard costs down as much as possible to allow
us to break even sooner. We also signed the distribution rights to DCD Rights (a distribution
company) from London and we’re hoping for some solid sales.
AS WE ALL KNOW, YOU ARE ACTUALLY A FICTION WRITER! WHY DID YOU DECIDE ON THE
DOCUMENTARY GENRE AS YOUR FILMMAKING DEBUT?
LAUREN: I’ve been a lot of things, but always first and foremost a storyteller. I was a freelance
journalist for 12 years, a TV scriptwriter for five and I’ve been writing books for six. It was a natural
evolution. It’s about finding great stories and telling them in a compelling way. Journalism was the
best training ground I could have asked for in fiction writing or documentary directing. I had
previously directed episodes of the animated series, URBO: The Adventures of Pax Afrika, but
making a documentary was a return to my journalism roots.
WHAT DID YOU FIND THE MOST CHALLENGING ASPECT OF FILMMAKING IN COMPARISON TO
WRITING FOR A MAGAZINE OR A BOOK?
L: Not being able to rearrange quotes to make them fit where I wanted them! In journalism, you
can move a quote to a different part of the story where it will have the most impact (in context, of
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course), but in documentaries, you have to keep it in scene. We had the most amazing quote from
Eva about how she wanted to get into genetically modified (GM) foods in her biotech studies and
that GM foods, like being gay, is something that is misunderstood, that people fear, but it came
up early in the shoot and there was just. no. way. to. make. it. fit. You and I must have tried twenty
variations and eventually we had to give up. I’m all for killing all your darlings (and mostly you
never notice when they’re gone) but that one hurt.
WHO DO YOU THINK WILL ENJOY THIS FILM?
L: Really, and I know this is a glib answer, everyone. I think some people might watch it for the
spectacle of seeing men in heels and evening frocks, but what they’ll ultimately come away with is,
as Eva so beautifully summed up, the idea that, “we’re here and it’s normal and we’re lovely.”
YOU’RE A BUSY WOMAN, HAVING WON THE ARTHUR C CLARKE AWARD FOR SCIENCE FICTION FOR
YOUR BOOK ZOO CITY AND NOW YOU’RE JET SETTING ON A PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN. HOW DO YOU
MANAGE SUCH A SCHEDULE?
L: I have a very supportive husband who makes me turn down a lot of fun stuff that would be very
time consuming to focus on the big projects, a brilliant nanny and friends and family who keep me
down to earth.
						
									

INTERVIEWED BY: IZETTE MOSTERT
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IMAM
AND I

KHALID
SHAMIS

Poster for Imam and I

Poster for The Killing of The Imam

IMAGES COURTESY OF KHALID SHAMIS

IMAM AND I
DIRECTOR: KHALID SHAMIS
There are a number exciting films coming out of the Encounters International Documentary
Festival this year (2011) and judging from the festival booklet, a real feast of fine South African
documentaries. One of these is DFA member Khalid Shamis’ documentary feature Imam and I. It’s
a complex and refreshingly honest portrait of the famous Muslim anti-apartheid icon Imam
Abdullah Haron, who happens to be Shamis’ grandfather. Shamis, born in London to a South
African mother and Libyan father, was trained in the UK and Middle East as a writer, director and
editor. He settled in South Africa in 2005 and set out on a journey to Cape Town to retrace his
grandfather’s footsteps. He chatted to his friend, Dylan Valley, about The Imam, challenges and
honoring the legacy of an icon.
IMAM AND I IS ESSENTIALLY ABOUT THE MEMORY OF YOUR GRANDFATHER, ANTI-APARTHEID
STRUGGLE ICON, IMAM HARON. WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO MAKE THE FILM?
The answer’s in the question, Dizzle Dazzle, or is it a trick question? Well the Imam has always
been a part of my life and has inspired me in many ways. Since I had a grounding in filmmaking,
I wanted to use this medium to tell his story – or my story – about him, or a story about us, or my
version of his story, or something like that. Anyway, I guess if I was a painter I’d want to paint his
picture, or if i was a writer … well, you get my point.
I GET THE SENSE THAT IMAM HARON, LIKE MANY STRUGGLE HEROES, ISN’T GETTING THE CREDIT HE
IS DUE. WOULD YOU AGREE?
Hmmm, yes, I would to some extent. He was awarded an Officer of the Order of the Disa in 2004
by Ebrahim Rasool and I heard that they wanted to name a road after him. Not sure if that equates
to credit where credit’s due, but I always somehow felt that if he was properly credited by this
country, his country, then this film would have been made a long time ago by someone else.
YOU COLLABORATED WITH TALENTED YOUNG ANIMATOR, SHUKRY ADAMS ON A SHORT ANIMATED
VERSION OF THE FILM ENTITLED THE KILLING OF THE IMAM. ANIMATED DOCUMENTARY IS STILL A
NEW CONCEPT – WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THIS ROUTE AND WHAT WERE THE CHALLENGES?
I wouldn’t say that it’s a new concept for documentary (Waltz With Bashir and Walt Disney’s Our
Friend The Atom spring to mind), But I guess it’s a new concept for documentary in South Africa.
The Killing came out of the longer film and was supposed to fill gaps for places I was unable to
find archive material for and I didnt want to go the reenactment route. So, to make a film about a
specific person who isn’t around anymore, you kind of want to see that person move and act on
screen. The cover of the book of the same name was an obvious starting point and reference for
me.
The challenges are the same for many, if not all filmmakers – time, money and a cohesive story,
but within budget and within six weeks. I think we all did a good job and yes, the least I would say
about Shukry Adams is that he is talented. And young.
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YOU ALSO WON A SAFTA FOR THE KILLING OF THE IMAM SHORT DOCUMENTARY FILM - WHAT WAS
IT LIKE TO WIN AND WHAT DID YOU SAY IN YOUR ACCEPTANCE SPEECH?
It was a good feeling to win. I didnt expect it at all and it is a good honour to know that my
grandfather’s story is being recognised in this way. I’m proud that I can honour him somehow – he
was a cool guy.
When I was given the award, I looked at it and said that my daughter would love it. I didn’t mean to
be demeaning, it’s just that my immediate thought was that it’s something she’d enjoy playing with
– she’s 9 months old. She doesnt like it.
HOW LONG HAS IT TAKEN YOU TO COMPLETE THE FULL LENGTH VERSION? HOW DID YOU FINANCE
IT?
Imam and I has been a six year project. It’ll be finished by the beginning of June. I say that every
year but this year it’s for sure because I’ve booked the online and paid the deposit! It’s an indie
project so I’ve financed it mostly myself – about 75%. Bits of monies arrived here and there from
family and other individuals when most needed. IKON and Rainbow Circle Films via the SABC
helped with The Killing and then the NFVF came in with post prod money. The finance thing is a
sore point in places and could be a huge discussion. Not sure if this is the time or place.
HOW DID YOUR FAMILY RESPOND WHEN YOU TOLD THEM YOU WERE MAKING THE FILM?
They have all been very supportive and happy from day one. Let’s see how they react when they
see it!
I’M SURE THEIR RESPONSES WILL BE NOTING SHORT OF WHAT YOU SET OUT TO ACHIEVE. HOWEVER,
MAKING A FILM ABOUT A FAMILY MEMBER CAN BE REALLY DIFFICULT. WHAT WERE SOME OF THE
HURDLES WITH BEING SO CLOSE TO THE SUBJECT?
SPOILER ALERT! SPOILER ALERT!
Thanks for pulling out the big ammo Dylan! There are many hurdles, but not so much hurdles as
issues. It took a long while to get some of my family to really open up to me about very personal
issues and an even longer time for me to open up about my own issues with them and with myself.
So, I guess six years was the right amount of time for this. That’s my justification for taking so long,
anyway. Being so close meant that for a long time I couldn’t see a story, or I would be confused as
to what story I wanted to tell. There is so much that I filmed, edited and scripted that hasn’t made
the cut. As an editor, I can easily lose whole sequences in other people’s films, but in my own it’s
hard to let go.
WHEN CAN AUDIENCES EXPECT TO SEE IMAM AND I?
It’s premiering at Encounters this year and it’s showing at TheDurban Film Festival and the Tri
Con. I’ll find any excuse to shove it down your throat. I’ve lived with it for this long and now it’s
your turn to deal with it.
HA HA! SPEAKING OF WHICH – WHO DO YOU THINK WILL ENJOY THE FILM? I DID.
Er … can I answer that in about a month’s time?
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Khalid presented Imam and I at Encounters in Cape Town at Nu Metro Waterfront on Saturday the
18th and Thursday the 23rd June 2011. Hepresented in Johannesburg at The Bioscope on
Tuesday the 21st June 2011.

INTERVIEWED BY: DYLAN VALLEY
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JAMMER AS EK SO BITTER IS (SORRY IF I SEEM BITTER)
DIRECTOR: RINA JOOSTE
Rina Jooste’s Jammer As Ek So Bitter Is won the South African Film and Television Awards
(SAFTA) for: Best Director of a Documentary and Best Overall Documentary in 2011. Jammer
As Ek So Bitter Is explores the silent violence of peer pressure and how it manifests in the lives
of four teenage girls. The girls tell their stories openly which shows that the team won their trust
to elicit such frank retelling of their stories. The stories are both fascinating and disturbing which
makes it difficult to watch at times.
HOW DID YOU FIND THIS STORY?
My partner Nadiva Schraibman approached me with the concept of doing a documentary series on
the violence in our schools. She was editing a research paper for the Justice and Crime
Prevention NGO and decided it needed to be presented through television or film in order to reach
the public since research papers gather dust. Since the subject matter of violence in our country is
close to my heart and I am constantly doing research about it, we wrote a proposal for a four-part
series. Incidentally, shortly after we wrote the proposal, the SABC put out a brief for a
documentary series focusing on Human Rights, it was open for suggestions. I decided to submit
the proposal under the heading of Youth and Human Rights. The SABC commissioned two of the
four proposed episodes, one on bullying in primary township schools and one on peer pressure
and its manifestations amongst teenage girls in white suburbia.
I usually have my characters lined up when I propose or plan a documentary film. In this instance I
did not have characters, only the concept. It was extremely hard to find teenage girls whose parents were prepared to let them speak on camera about very personal and hard hitting experiences. I tried various avenues without success. My bedroom is always littered with books, magazines
and newspapers and out of desperation I started reading a leisure magazine one night to try and
switch off before going to bed, I opened the magazine at an article about the very subject of the
documentary – the peer pressure on teenage girls and the manifestations thereof. The next morning I located the author of the article, Heidi Chester, who was a drama teacher at the time and had
dedicated her drama studio to the plight of teenagers who needed help. We were both so excited
when we realised that we were working on exactly the same subject. She was wonderful – very
cooperative and facilitated the filming of the teenagers. Through her I met with possible characters
and started spending time with them, did the club circuit over weekends and hung out in malls.
Heidi arranged the legal and administrative arrangements with the parents and this is how we
located the characters, which was the most challenging part of making this documentary. Heidi
herself became a character through the role of facilitating the process and feeding us with lots of
content. The documentary would not have been possible without her help.
WHY DID YOU MAKE THIS FILM AND WHO IS YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE?
Predominantly parents, educators and the youth from age 13 and older.
We live in a very violent society and this has become the norm. However, I don’t think it is normal
– I grew up in a protected environment during the 1970’s and 1980’s in white suburbia, where I
was blissfully unaware of the other side. My childhood years were wonderful, protected and free of
violence, but it was false and fabricated to suit apartheid policies. Today we live with the legacy
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and damages of apartheid, which will take generations to heal. There is also damage in white
society, despite us having been the fortunate few previously, and I wanted to address one of the
many challenges faced in white middle class society today, not as a legacy of apartheid, but as a
microcosm of what is happening in our South African society at large – moral decay and more for
various reasons that are briefly mentioned or touched on in the film.
Parents and educators are often in denial and by making this hard hitting documentary, I wanted to
highlight these shocking events taking place around us in our schools and society at large. I hope
that the documentary is an eye-opener for parents and for teenagers. It should be a reminder and
create awareness of what is going on around them and hopefully encourage them to seek help if
they identify with the characters.
It wasn’t accepted at any of the many film festivals it was submitted to. Heidi Chester uses it at
workshops that she presents to the youth, and I am looking for an organisation or support system
that will present it to schools and youth organisations so it reaches a wider audience.
WHAT SABC STRAND WAS THIS COMMISSIONED FOR AND WHEN WAS IT BROADCAST?
SABC 1 put out a brief in 2008 for a documentary series on Human Rights. We produced the
documentary in 2009 and it was broadcast in March 2010 on SABC 1 in the doccie slot and again
in April 2010 on SABC 3′s Special Assignment.
WHAT WAS THE COST PER MINUTE (CPM) FOR THE FILM? WHAT CHALLENGES WERE THERE WITHIN
THE BUDGET?
R5 000 p/m. We work within our budget and I make sure that we stay within and make it work for
us to the best of our abilities. We negotiate fees with our crew and have loyal and supportive crew
that we work with.
WHEN YOU SET OUT TO MAKE A FILM, DO YOU HAVE A STRONG POSITION ON THE TOPIC?
Yes I have very strong opinions and feelings about the topics and subjects of my films, including
future films in planning. I need this opinion in order to portray a message of substance, and it’s
this passion for what I do and believe in that drives me. However, I always aim to remain neutral
and not judge the characters and subject matter. I also want to look at various viewpoints and then
decide how to present mine. So sometimes a film could be open-ended, but I always try to leave
my films open to dialogue and debate.
DID YOU HAVE A POSITION ON THIS FILM?
My position on this film was the fact that I constantly think about and question the violence in
our country – on all levels of our society, from high income to low income citizens. It has spread
throughout in different forms and through different platforms and in different manifestations.
I knew about the challenges faced by white youth specifically, but needed to do much more
thorough research in order to get my head around it – which I then did. I took a position and knew
what message I wanted to portray in the film, which I believe I succeeded in with the help of my
brilliant editor CA van Aswegen, and the rest of the team.
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The message I wanted to convey was making people aware of the peer pressure faced by
teenagers in South African society today and warn them of the related manifestations. And to
illustrate that the challenges faced by youth could be found in all social strata across the racial
divide, it is not exclusive to any group.
WHO DID YOUR CAMERA WORK? WHY DID YOU CHOOSE HER?
Natalie Haarhoff. We decided to use a female cinematographer since our characters were all
female. We never worked with Natalie prior to Jammer As Ek Bitter Is, but we knew her work and
how brilliant she is and how she has the ability to capture strong messages through her choice of
visuals. We needed someone with a sensitive nature and without an inflated ego as we believe
there is no room for this when one works with real people with real problems. We found this in
Natalie. It was an excellent choice since she did not only do great detailed filming, but was also
sensitive towards the subject matter and non-intrusive behind the camera.
We filmed very damaged, traumatised teens and they were comfortable with me, but bringing in
a camera person and sound person can influence the flow of interviews and filming. Both Natalie
and sound technician, President Kapa, understood this and with their sensitive and non-intrusive
attitudes, I believe we succeeded.
In making films of this nature, the supporting crew such as camera and sound also have a big
role to play by understanding the sensitive nature and being aware of this whilst working with the
characters. It is also my responsibility as the director to protect my characters and I have an ethical responsibility in this regard that I take very seriously.
YOUR IMAGES LOOK VERY DETAILED AND RICH – WHAT CAMERA DID YOU USE?
Sony V1. The characters also took personal handycams with them to parties and events and we
integrated this footage into the film.
IS THAT A DOLLY SHOT AT AROUND 10’37” – HOW DID YOU DO THAT SHOT BECAUSE IT HAS
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS IF IT IS A DOLLY SHOT? (AT THE SCHOOL, THROUGH THE WALL WITH CHILDREN DOWN IN PLAYGROUND)
We borrowed feature film footage from Bakgat 1. CA’s company produced the film, so it came in
very handy. We had limitations on filming at schools – we did get entry into a school, but our
visuals were not that great.
HOW DID YOU CHOOSE THE TEAM YOU WORKED WITH AND THAT SUPPORTED YOU THROUGH THIS?
My partner Nadiva Schraibman approached me with the concept as explained before, and she
took the role of producer. Nadiva decided to use cinematographer Natalie Haarhoff for both the
episodes. We had never worked with her before and hoped that she would be available and
willing to work for the SABC rate that was low by her standards – and she agreed. It was a
wonderful experience for all involved and the start of a new professional partnership with Natalie.
Nadiva always works with sound technician President Kapa and fortunately he was available for
both episodes which ensured quality and consistent sound levels. Janno Muller from Onkeysound
was also Nadiva’s choice for the audio final mix – again for both episodes, which was an excellent
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choice. Since then we always make use of his services.
Fortunately for me, my editor CA van Aswegen, whom I grew up with as a documentary filmmaker,
was available. We understand each other so it was a great experience to work with him again. We
all know how much the editing of a documentary film contributes to the final product, and he
understands my messages and knows how to help me get there.
Producer
Cinematographer
Sound Technician
Audio Final Mix
Editor

Nadiva Schraibman
Natalie Haarhoff
President Kapa
Janno Muller
CA van Aswegen

WHY DID YOU INTERVIEW ARYNA’S MOTHER IN HER BEDROOM? IT FEELS TOO INTIMATE FOR ME
– WHAT WERE YOU HOPING TO ACHIEVE WITH THIS PLACING, OR WHY DID YOU PLACE HER HERE?
It was an intentional choice to interview her in her bedroom. It is an intimate film since the characters opened up so much and revealed so much of themselves, it was part of a stylistic choice.
THIS IS BOTH A DEPRESSING AND A COMPELLING FILM. HOW DO YOU COPE WITH SUCH INTENSELY
NEGATIVE SUBJECT MATTER? DO YOU GO FOR THERAPY, OR ANY KIND OF DEBRIEFING?
Very relevant question. Yes most of the films I work on are depressing subject matter and I deal
a lot with traumatised and damaged people. I make a point of being aware of this situation at all
times and try to take time out to gain perspective. I have a brilliant homeopath who knows what
remedies I need to help me cope – her role is that of therapist. My sister, also a homeopath, offers
similar support. I have a very supportive group of friends and family, and the special man in my life
also offers a great deal of support and understanding.
I exercise by walking my dogs and doing yoga which helps with stress release. I follow a very
healthy eating plan and overall healthy lifestyle, I love nature and find that the combination helps
me to cope. And then most importantly, I love nothing more than making documentary films – I am
always on a mission with a story that needs to be told and documentary film gives me this outlet,
so the passion and love for what I do makes it all worthwhile.
HOW MANY HOURS OF FOOTAGE DID YOU HAVE? WAS THERE ANYTHING YOU COULDN’T FIT INTO
THE FINAL CUT THAT YOU WOULD REALLY HAVE LIKED PEOPLE TO SEE?
We filmed in a very structured and focused manner and had about 12 hours of footage for a
48 minute cut. We filmed over eight days.
It wasn’t a kill-your-darlings edit really, we managed to use most of the footage that we planned to
use and it was relatively easy.
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WHAT WAS YOUR ROLE AS THE DIRECTOR? DO YOU FIND THAT ON DIFFERENT PROJECTS THE DIRECTOR NEEDS TO DO DIFFERENT THINGS? AND WHAT WAS REQUIRED OF YOU, BY THE
CHARACTERS PERHAPS, IN THIS FILM?
I prefer to do as much research on the subject matter myself, in this way you can really familiarise
yourself with the topic and thorough research to me is key to a good film – it shows in the content. I did most of the research myself as well as identifying and choosing the characters, which
was the most challenging part of the film. I then spent as much time as we had available with the
characters – getting to know them as well as them becoming comfortable with me, which allows
for better interviews and getting quality content and opinions from the characters.
After very thorough research and spending lots of time with the characters I then planned the
filming. It never works out exactly as planned, since we work with real people and real life situations. I often have to plan my shooting schedule around characters’ availability or around events
and activities to film, as well as budget allowance for shoot days. I prefer to do this myself since I
know what I need from whom and when. I also prefer to communicate with my characters myself
since we form close relationships, and I need them to trust me. I then plan my shot list according
to my schedule as well as the interview questions that forms a large part of the filming. This takes
a lot of time since it informs most of the content of the film and ensures that I am well informed
during the interview. Once I have the shooting schedule, shot list and interview questions ready,
I have a meeting with the producer and cinematographer to finalise the shooting style and detail.
Since I am not a cinematographer, I rely on expert advice from the cinematographer, hence the
importance of using someone reliable and whom I can relate to and vice versa. The relationship
the director has with the crew is very important, but the ones you have with the cinematographer
and editor are very important and shouldn’t be underestimated – they make a huge difference to
the final product.
I try not to interfere with the cinematographer. If I trust them, I leave them to do their work. I ensure that they are properly briefed and do check rushes and double-check that all we need has
been captured. In this way, we empower each other and I find I get what I need and ask for.
I don’t work with a script, firstly because I don’t know how to write a documentary script and secondly because I believe a documentary where I follow characters and tell their stories is a work in
progress. I follow my shot list and do thorough interviews, but often things come up and we add a
shoot day to cover for unexpected events or happenings around the film. I am very flexible in this
regard as long as it can contribute towards the film and I remain within budget. I work in a very
organised and structured manner – my filming is planned very thoroughly and I know exactly what
I want, but I am always open to suggestions and advice from the team.
I am also present for most of the editing of the film. I have long discussions with my editor to make
sure he understands where the story needs to go and what message I want to convey. I also collaborate with him before we start filming to ensure I follow the style we choose and stick to it. I
often communicate with the editor during the filming period to ensure we are on the right track and
bounce ideas around, ensuring a quality product. After edit I also do the briefing for audio final mix
as well and the approval thereof.
All in all I am very hands on with directing my films, from inception, idea, proposal, pitch, research,
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filming, editing right through to final mix and delivery. In the case of Jammer As Ek Bitter Is it was
also a hands-on experience from start to finish.
WHAT DO YOU THINK A FILM CAN DO FOR THE PEOPLE IN IT?
Often films of this nature are a cathartic process for the characters, giving them the opportunity
and environment in which they can open up and talk about their experiences or issues. It
sometimes brings them closer to healing or accepting. I have had various experiences with
characters, but mostly of a positive nature.
In this instance it did bring healing to Aryna and Naquiska. Aryna commented afterwards that the
chance to open up and talk about her experiences helped her deal with them and gave her the
final push to move on. She was also happy that she could share her experience so that
others could be helped through the story being told. Naquiska also commented that the process
has helped her – today she is a medical student at Wits and doing very well. She still wears her
black clothes and body piercings but does not stand out so much in her new environment.
I still have contact with both of them as well as Aryna’s mom and Heidi Chester. The girl whose
identity we had to protect sadly disappeared and chose not to make contact with me again.
Making these kind of documentary films, a director has a huge responsibility towards their
characters and cannot walk away from them once the film is finished. I make sure I communicate
broadcast dates as well as film festival dates with characters and any big announcement around
the film, which in this instance would include winning two SAFTA awards for it.

INTERVIEWED BY: TINA-LOUISE SMITH
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LAXMI’S BLESSINGS
DIRECTOR: KARIN SLATER
Karin Slater is a South African filmmaker who was recently selected as the 2008 African Trailblazer
at MIPDOC in Cannes. She works as a cinematographer, director and producer.
Slater’s film Laxmi’s Blessing is a beautiful portrait of Laxmi the elephant and her world, including her devoted mahout and his family who all live in a Hindu temple in South India. Laxmi draws
people from all over India to be blessed by her and she forms an important part of spiritual
celebrations in the area. This film captures some charming moments and characters in a depiction
of Hindu life and the relationship between an elephant and her community.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR MAKING THIS FILM?
I met Laxmi the elephant seven years ago and was touched by the experience of being blessed
by her. When The Healing Power of Nature series asked for ideas for the series, my husband
and producer Steven Bartlo said, “Why don’t we go and make some films in India?” He (Steven)
speaks fluent Hindi so we knew that that would open doors. And Laxmi was the first idea that I
thought of. I was pregnant at the time so we had to do everything quickly.
WHAT DREW YOU TO THIS STORY?
I loved Laxmi. Also Raja the mahout is a fascinating character who grew up in the forest without
clothing, and lived with elephants and lots of siblings … I don’t think he has ever worn shoes. He
is a really hospitable person and so kind. Mahesh, the street kid was also a special character, who
grew into the story.
HAD YOU MET RAJA WHEN YOU WERE IN INDIA SEVEN YEARS AGO, OR WAS IT JUST LAXMI YOU REMEMBERED? HOW DID YOU WIN RAJA OVER TO TALK SO OPENLY?
I don’t remember Raja from seven years ago and we just took a chance with him. He opened up to
my husband – I think because of the language connection – and to our little girl, Allana nearly two
then, who was on set with us. Raja has four grown daughters.
It was difficult to interview him – to find a time in his hectic schedule; and a quiet place in India is a
rare find too.
SO I GUESS THEY TOOK TO ALLANA AS WELL – A BLONDE KID WALKING AROUND.
Yes, she drew more crowds than Laxmi. She willingly shook thousands of people’s hands a day
from her throne – the only pram we saw in India.
HOW DID YOU RECORD YOUR SOUND? THERE IS A SHOT WITH THE ELEPHANT AND RAJA WALKING
AWAY DOWN THE HILL AND I’M INTERESTED TO KNOW HOW YOU ACHIEVED THAT.
I did the sound … and a good old radio mic with a rifle mic on the camera. Luckily we had spares
of both mics. Mike Berridge at Panorama Sound cleaned it up quite a bit. Raja wore the radio mic
24-7, even while bathing Laxmi in the river.
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SO HOW DID YOU FIND A QUIET PLACE TO DO THE INTERVIEWS?
Interviews were done in the temple when it closed for an hour over lunch.
HOW DID YOU CAPTURE WHAT YOU WANTED ON CAMERA? DID YOU FOLLOW THE CHARACTERS IN
THEIR WORK AND ACTIVITIES AND JUST SHOOT WHAT WAS HAPPENING AROUND YOU OR DID YOU
PLAN TO CAPTURE CERTAIN SHOTS, AND SET SOME THINGS UP?
I don’t set stuff up at all anymore. If it doesn’t happen naturally I don’t shoot it. I feel the audience
can feel when something is not honest. Usually I do this with interviews too. But in India it was
difficult because of the crowds and the noise everywhere, so the interviews were planned and set
up but that is all that was set up.
I never know what I want. I try to be an open channel and allow the film to reveal itself. I just know
what is needed to edit – so I am aware of the editing while shooting.
YOU CAPTURED A BEAUTIFUL SCENE OF PEOPLE WASHING IN THE RIVER INTERCUT WITH LAXMI
BEING SCRUBBED RIGHT NEXT TO THEM. FOR ME THIS REALLY GIVES A SENSE OF THE INDIAN WAY
WHERE THE BORDER BETWEEN ANIMAL SPACE AND HUMAN SPACE IS NOT THAT CLEARLY DEFINED.
DID YOU CRAFT THAT IN THE EDIT?
No, Laxmi bathes with the women: there is a male bathing area, female bathing area and a Brahmin bathing area. So Laxmi bathes with the women every morning.
HOW DID YOU DEAL WITH LANGUAGE? YOU SAID STEVEN SPEAKS FLUENT HINDI - DO YOU TOO?
No, I don’t speak Hindi, and Raja speaks a mix of Hindi, Kannada and a rare forest language. So
I asked questions basically, and Steve and a friend of Raja’s did the translating. Steven also did
a one-on-one, man-to-man interview. He got some great comments. I always think a one-on-one
interview gets more intimate content.
HOW LONG DID IT TAKE TO SHOOT AND EDIT THIS FILM?
We shot over a month, but not everyday. Editing took lots of dedication from Nicci B. It was about
18 days of 16 hours of editing with lots of translation problems.
The team found Chaithanya Pandith – one of only two dozen Kannada speaking people in South
Africa – in Johannesburg, who gave generously of his time to work in Kannada, the language he is
very proud of. Pandith ensured that the translations were accurate.
WAS IT EASY TO FILM IN INDIA AS A FOREIGNER OR WERE YOU UP AGAINST ANY RESISTANCE TO BE
IN THE TEMPLE OR STRANGE LOOKS AND COMMENTS FROM LOCALS?
We had to pay to shoot in the temple. A pregnant woman with a camera does not look like a professional. I had a daughter and a husband close by, so we used that as a cover while I was shooting, but the temple and all the real people who needed to know, knew the truth.
HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR EXPERIENCE AS A DOP ON WILDLIFE FILMS HAS GIVEN YOU THE SPACE
AND SKILLS TO MAKE THE FILMS YOU DO NOW?
Making wildlife docs makes you learn to observe details, makes you patient: you can’t ask animals
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to redo something. You have to trust your intuition a lot, e.g. trying to figure out which way an
animal will walk, when to pull focus, etc. I try to use that patience and experience with people now.
If I don’t get the shot, I don’t get it and I have to make another plan to tell the story. I work with
great editors who always make a plan.
DO YOU THINK YOU HAVE A SPECIFIC STYLE THAT YOU’VE ESTABLISHED IN YOUR FILMS? AND HOW
WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THAT?
A specific style? Mmm, not sure … I have always wanted to make films that were visual and emotional and delightful, but really it feels like they make themselves.
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO YOU TO BE SELECTED AS ONE OF THE 2008 TRAILBLAZERS?
I think it’s an amazing award and I feel very honored to be given it. I really love that it’s not for a
single film but for a collection of work. I was quite shocked when I heard that I was chosen! Five
people are chosen every year for creative and innovative work in documentaries. We were invited
to MIPDOC Cannes and given a great platform. Thanks to Encounters for the nomination.
HOW HAVE THE CHALLENGES OF BEING DOP CHANGED AS YOU HAVE BECOME MORE EXPERIENCED, AND WHAT HAS BECOME EASIER?
I think with experience it becomes easier as the camera becomes more and more of my right
hand. I don’t have to think technically anymore and I can connect one-on-one with a character. It
becomes easier to focus on getting the content. I get to trust my shooting more.
What has become difficult is aging: I can’t move around as quickly as I used to. Although the last
few films I’ve shot while I’ve been pregnant so that also slowed me down a bit. Although, with age,
the advantage is being cleverer and thinking faster, like in India, I wouldn’t just run ahead and get
the shot but would jump in a rickshaw …
WHAT MOTIVATES YOU AS A DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKER?
I make different kinds of films: there are the ones that are my bread and butter where I get some
nice commissions to make those types of films. And then there are my films that feed me creatively and emotionally.
I also love the lifestyle – I love meeting new people and learning new things. As a filmmaker you
get access to people that you wouldn’t usually get access to and you get deeper into people’s
lives. I think I’m a shy type of person but behind a camera I get to ask questions that I wouldn’t
ordinarily ask.
I also think it’s important to take some time out otherwise you will just burn out. So every 18
months or so, I take six months off. I teach or go travel for a while and get inspired again. I think
the hard part as a filmmaker is to stay inspired, so this is important to me.

						

INTERVIEWED BY: JACQUELINE VAN MEYGAARDEN
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UNHINGED: SURVIVING JO’BURG
DIRECTOR: ADRIAN LOVELAND
Like most major cities around the world Johannesburg arouses strong opinions. For some middle
class citizens it is a test of character and proof of character, while for others it is about where you
choose to live and the quality of life you are after. In his first film, Unhinged: Surviving Jo’burg,
Adrian Loveland gives viewers a sense of what living in Johannesburg is like for him, namely unhinged.
Unhinged: Surviving Jo’burg is showing at the twelfth Encounters Documentary Film Festival in
Cape Town.
HOW LONG DID IT TAKE TO MAKE UNHINGED?
Three years, almost to the day.
HOW BIG WAS THE CREW YOU WORKED WITH AND WHO WERE THE CREW MEMBERS?
I used a variety of people over the different shooting periods. The most we ever had at one time
was eight, which quickly proved to be far too cumbersome. By the last year I generally kept it to
just me, a camera operator, a radio mic and some batteries.
DID THE FILM TURN OUT EXACTLY AS YOU HAD VISUALISED? IS THIS THE FILM YOU WANTED TO
MAKE?
All I knew at the start was that I wanted to make something and this something turned out to be in
the medium of film. I used a basic idea to build from and then proceeded to follow the trail that it
took me on. It was only after about nine months that we finished the original eight minute promo.
When we played out that first version, it was the first time that I’d seen anything tangible at the
other end, having only worked on the inputs up until then. After that it became easier to visualise
what would come out at the end of the next build. By the end of the process the vision lived quite
closely to the outcome, though it only developed through tons of practice.
THE MAIN MESSAGE THAT COMES FROM THE FILM AND THAT MORE THAN ONE OF THE INTERVIEWEES ALSO MENTIONS IS THAT JOHANNESBURG IS A PLACE WHERE PEOPLE ARE PROSPECTING FOR
THEIR OWN KINDS OF GOLD. MAYBE THE TITLE ‘PROSPECTING’ WOULD HAVE BEEN MORE APPROPRIATE – WHY DID YOU GO WITH UNHINGED?
The title was actually the first thing that ever came. I was doing my nut in generally and was very
caught up in reading and following every single bad thing that was going down in Jo’burg and in
South Africa too. There was a long period – around the Donovan Moodley / Leigh Matthews case,
when things were crazy: Lucky Dube, other hijackings, cops being killed, heists, all that type of
thing. The incident that took me to the next level was actually outside Jo’burg, when David Rattray, the battlefields guy, was killed at his lodge in KwaZulu-Natal. Unhinged was my state of mind
– very much influenced by the city, and Surviving Jo’burg was the name I gave to my personal
goal. The think I most like about the name Unhinged is that it implicitly (for me at least) helps to
justify all the film’s oddities.
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THE TEMPO OF THE MUSIC SLOWS DOWN WHEN WE GET TO PRESENT DAY JOHANNESBURG IN THE
INTRODUCTION. MAINTAINING THE PACE WOULD HAVE ALLOWED US TO CONTINUE IN THE UNHINGED MANNER YOU HAD SET UP AND WOULD ALSO HAVE MATCHED THE PACE OF THE VOICE
OVER – WHY DID YOU CHANGE IT?
It actually used to be like that and that’s how I wanted to make it: as chaotic as possible. Not only
with regards to the music, but also the sound design and any other elements we could tweak to
add to the mix. At some point though, I found that the hectic nature got to some sort of threshold beyond which much of the emotion seemed to get diluted. It was a sensory overload and the
words, although still there, were lost in the confusion. I’d missed this myself – I guess because
it’s easy to understand yourself – and only realised this after watching the film with other people.
Thereafter I made the VO the priority in the intro and tempered the pace and volume of everything
else to keep it calmer and ensure that as many future viewers as possible would hear the words
clearly. I often sacrificed creative eagerness for clarity.
THE FILM COULD HAVE BEEN MORE ENGAGING WITH A FEW SOCIAL AND HISTORICAL FACTS
SPRINKLED THROUGHOUT, RATHER THAN ONLY AT THE BEGINNING. E.G. BEFORE YOU CONDUCT
THE EXPERIMENT WITH THE STREET VENDORS A BRIEF SOCIO-ECONOMIC EXPLANATION – IN KEEPING WITH THE TONE OF THE FILM – OF THE PHENOMENON OF THESE STREET VENDORS MAY HELP
STRANGERS UNDERSTAND WHAT IS GOING ON – WHY DID YOU LIMIT THE FACTS TO THE INTRODUCTION?
Something that will end up explaining many flaws of the film is the fact that, although I knew it was
a solid concept and that I could produce something watchable, I really didn’t know exactly what I
was doing until each new level of learning set in. Because of this, what seems like missed opportunities as a filmmaker, are more often than not simply inexperience at the time of locking down a
particular piece. Your idea of contextualizing the street vendors better was one I wanted to do. I
especially wanted to do it better with the xenophobia section. Once I had something down, though,
we moved on to other things. In a perfect world I could have gone back and augmented all those
things. In reality I did go back and tweak many of them, though I had to stop doing it eventually.
So, from that point onwards, whatever made it in stayed as it was.
INCREDIBLE STILLS ARE USED THROUGHOUT THE FILM – WERE THESE STILLS TAKEN SPECIFICALLY FOR
THE FILM?
Only the ones that I took myself were for the film. Many of the good skylines, skies and general
beauty shots were ones kindly given to me by a few people I connected with through Flickr. All of
the news stills, such as the Lucky Dube story and xenophobia, were all taken by the same person
– a friend of mine who has taken some of the best stills I’ve ever seen. Often I would write script
simply to justify getting another of his shots in there. He’s a quiet type who wouldn’t want me to put
his name here, but his contribution was such an important part of the whole process.
WAS IT PART OF YOUR INITIAL TREATMENT THAT THERE WOULD BE SO MANY STILLS IMAGES IN THE
FILM?
After I decided to go the whole way and make something more than a short film of a few minutes,
I knew that we would use a lot of stills. I like using them on a few levels. Most importantly, sometimes you can get stuff in a snapshot that you can’t on video. For two years I used to drive around
with my little Sony Cybershot wrapped in my right hand. I was just going about my days so it had
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to be unobtrusive and I would only take a shot that got my attention. Of over 1000 of my own
shots, only about 20 of them are in the film. They’re 20 that capture things that I never would have
gotten outside of stills because a good still captures a single moment and they’re very useful when
you’re using rapid editing. The viewer doesn’t need much time to register what’s on screen. Finally,
generating substantial amounts of original video content is extremely taxing and time consuming
so building up a library of stills to choose from meant that I could write script for them. I think using
the stills allowed for better video content around them.
MOST OF THE SOUNDTRACK IS MUSIC BY SOUTH AFRICAN ARTISTS – HOW DID YOU FIND THE RIGHT
MUSIC FOR THE FILM? WAS THIS MUSIC THAT WAS PART OF YOUR CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH, OR
WAS THE SEARCH SPECIFIC FOR THE FILM?
The music compilation was one of the biggest challenges. If there were no such thing as music
licences and permissions, I would have made a soundtrack the equivalent of a perfect mix cd to
accompany and sometimes drive the film. There are songs you want to use because they’d work
so well with content that you have, and songs you want to write and film for to make them work.
At the end of the day the constraints (licences and permissions) are massive, so what you end up
with is a mix of the two factors you mentioned in the question and some others. Favourite songs
from my own experience that made it in are ‘Feel Irie’ by Lucky Dube, ‘Haunted when the Minutes
Drag’ by Love and Rockets in the xenophobia section, and ‘Burn Out’ by Hotstix, which is the last
track before the end credits.
I was fortunate enough to have the guys from Goldfish and Tiago from 340ml on board to let me
use tracks right from the start so that gave the music search a major boost. About 18 months into
making the film a guy called Nigel Laver from Laswho started helping me a lot and there are 6
tracks in the film that were cleared by him at excellent rates. The shortest answer here, though,
would be that some songs were special for me before, some I found in the search, and all of them
passed through so many filters to end up where they are that they all became special. The whole
music licensing process would be an essay in itself. I will say that, although it’s a necessary process, it’s too restricting for the greater creative good.
WE KNOW WE ARE IN JOHANNESBURG, BUT WE NEVER KNOW WHERE WE ARE AT ANY MOMENT IN
THE FILM – WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE VIEWERS IN THE DARK CONCERNING LOCATIONS?
Keeping the viewer in the dark was very important to me – not only with regards to places, but also
dates. As soon as you set up that you’re in a specific suburb, say Parkview, it implies a whole lot
more than just where you are. When an international viewer takes that in it is alienating because
they obviously won’t know specific parts of the city. When a local viewer takes it in, unless they live
in places that might be mentioned, I think it leads to a very small frustration that their own hood
never got a mention. With so many different places in the city I decided to never mention specific
ones. For instance, when setting up Jo’burg’s xenophobia, instead of getting caught up in the specific facts, (that it’s a countrywide issue and that it started in Primrose) it simply becomes: “In this
place here (image of Alex), which remember is so close to here (image of mansion in Sandhurst)”.
With regards to dates, there are only three instances, which mention or imply time:
1. in the set-up of today’s Jo’burg the VO says: “Since 1994 the city’s become a whole new beast
…”
2. in a link in the middle I say: “… in 15 – 20 years … Jo’burg will be a proper megacity.”
3. the Gautrain project gets a mention
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1 and 2 mean that the film could be set any time between those dates. Including the Gautrain
brings the end date of the film closer because, when the last piece of work is done on the entire
Gautrain project, it will immediately place the film in the past if the viewer is aware that the Gautrain construction is over. Construction will carry on for a long time yet, though, so I think this will
keep that section topical for a few years.
Jo’burg changes fast. Giving ‘Unhinged’ as long a life as possible was the biggest challenge of all
and keeping it as vague as possible about places and dates was the solution to that. Before I realised how vital that was I had a nice, meaty section about the World Cup. When I first started the
film, the World Cup seemed ages away. Imagine watching the film right now though, and it’s talking about whether we’ll be ready and how the event would play out? It would already seem slightly
out of date and that would carry through in the viewers’ minds for the rest of the film. Now I have
the luxury of inserting a single line on how amazingly SA pulled the tournament off (I’m doing one
more updated version before it goes overseas and I lock it down forever). Inserting just one new
line like that will make the whole film fresher. Using past dates was less dangerous for the film’s
shelf life because what’s happened won’t change; though I still had to use them cautiously.
DID YOU HAVE A PLAN OF SPECIFIC PLACES TO VISIT AND THAT YOU WANTED TO TALK ABOUT?
Not really, no. In order to justify the time and money it took to organise periods of shooting, I did
it without altering my regular daily movements. If I had to pay traffic fines, get my car washed, go
to meetings for other things and everything else I would use that as my itinerary for the week and
film everything in the car between driving to places. When it got to late afternoon we would go to
a convenient spot to get some visuals or time lapses. So, say I left a meeting near Eastgate at
15h00 we’d go to Linksfield Ridge and find a spot, or Northcliff Hill if we were nearer to that side.
Near the end it became clear which places were left out that would give us good stuff. These
places I’d fit in either at dawn or on weekends. I always had faith that if I used Jo’burg as the main
character for long enough, it would show itself well.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO DIFFERENTLY?
Honestly, even though I could use what I know now to go back and save massive amounts of time,
energy and money, the learning that came from all the mistakes is too valuable to ever wish away.
So, in a weird way, I feel warmth for the mistakes and the paths they set me on with similar fondness that I have for other elements. The one thing that I could definitely say, though, is that I would
have gone to the NFVF (National Film and Video Foundation) when I first finished the promo.
However long the process of their application system may have taken, I think I should have gotten
some financial help from them. Put it this way: if I’d put the same amount of energy into getting a
grant as I did into clearing music licences, I wouldn’t always be running out of pre-paid airtime and
petrol as I am right now :) . Next time around I will be sure to have a producer who follows through
with those things, without me having to do anything other than go to meetings when required.

INTERVIEWED BY: TINA-LOUISE SMITH
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WELLBODI KYLE MIKI
BIZNES
O’DONOGHUE

REDELINGHUYS

Inside Bo Government Hospital

Sathu

PHOTOS COURTESY OF KYLE O’DONOGHUE

WELLBODI BIZNES
DIRECTORS: KYLE O’DONOGHUE and MIKI REDELINGHUYS
It was not without a little trepidation that I ripped the plastic seal on Miki Redelinghuys and Kyle
O’Donoghue’s film, Wellbodi Biznes. I had seen it at Encounters 2011 and found it powerful – the
kind of film I wanted others to see. At the same time it’s an uncomfortable film to watch as you, the
unsuspecting viewer, are unprepared for the difficult truth of an under resourced and struggling
maternity ward. I did want to study it a little more carefully and I had to draw up my interview
questions for the two filmmakers. So, I boldly stuck the dvd into my drive and watched the film up
close and personal on my computer monitor.
They handled a difficult subject with sensitivity and below they give us insight into their process.
A GOOD PLACE TO START WOULD BE FOR YOU TO EXPLAIN HOW YOU FOUND THIS STORY, OR HOW
IT FOUND YOU.
KYLE (K): I’d been doing a lot of work for UNICEF shooting in Africa and expressed my frustration
to their communications officer that we came across such important stories for longer documentaries, but we were limited to shooting institutional news pieces. The opportunity presented itself to
make a longer film in Sierra Leone so we seized the opportunity. I first went on a research shoot
to see where the story might be – it was predetermined that it would be about the free health care
initiative, but we wanted characters and a real story. In Bo Town I was struck by the human drama
in their maternity ward and was immediately drawn to Dr Koroma as a character. I went back and
told Miki this was where we could make a film in a contained environment that captures the complexity of the situation.
MIKI (M): As Kyle explains, the story followed on from other work he’d been doing in the area. The
hard part was to find the story within the situation. We were both intent on not telling an Afro-pessimistic story, within trying circumstances. So the story emerged when we could find that glimmer of
hope. What is central in the telling of this story is finding the light in a dark situation, when we met
Aminata, we realized that she was the light. Her strength of character, her smile that fills an entire
room …
WHY DID YOU AGREE TO DO THIS FILM?
K: Hmmm? Not sure really. Seemed like a good idea at the time, especially since we had a promise of part funding from UNICEF so it wouldn’t be wholly on spec. It was also a nice opportunity to
make a vérité style film in another country in Africa. Given hindsight I would have still agreed to do
the film, but perhaps have been more mentally prepared for how hard it was going to be.
M: The subject matter lies very close to my heart, so I was keen to tell a story that would raise
awareness about the unnecessary suffering of women in childbirth as well as preventable infant
mortality.
Sometimes we spend so much time thinking about making films, so when Kyle approached me for
this film I didn’t really think, I was just keen to get out and make this film. I also enjoy working with
Kyle – we work well together without ego issues and in general agree ethically and creatively on
what works.
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I AM OFTEN CONFUSED BY HOW PEOPLE USE THE TERM VÉRITÉ. WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY VÉRITÉ
– DO YOU MEAN OBSERVATIONAL AND WITHOUT INTERVIEWS?
K: By definition vérité would be completely observational without interviews in a sort of Kim Longinotto or Maysles Brothers style. For me it has always been aspiring to a vérité style. In other
words, as far as possible allowing the scenes to speak for themselves and create narrative. Our
constraint is that often we do not have enough time to be total purists and so we have to do short
interviews that get pieces of narrative that will help us along in the edit. I guess when I say vérité I
mean aspiring to make a documentary that reads like a feature film. Does that make sense?
M: In essence vérité means truth. That’s how I interpret it and apply the principle of pursuing truth
when approaching a film. On a purist level this could mean not interfering and just filming things as
they unfold, but I don’t believe this is truly possible – one’s very presence is an interference, thereby adding another layer to the truth of the situation. We cannot be flies on walls, because we’re not
flies. Simple.
YOU START WITH AN INTRODUCTION THAT CONTEXTUALISES THE STORY AND THEN YOU DIVE
STRAIGHT INTO THE UNCOMFORTABLE REALITY OF MATERNAL DEATHS. IT’S POWERFUL, BUT IT
COULD ALSO TURN PEOPLE AWAY FROM THE FILM. WHY DID YOU STICK WITH THIS SCENE SO EARLY
IN THE FILM?
K: This was once of our main debates during the edit. Before we embarked on the film we both
decided that we did not want to portray a typical picture of terrible conditions in Africa – the hopelessness and swollen belly cliches that we all too often see. It’s just too easy. However, the reality
was that we were dealing with a very difficult situation, with death and heartache that people working in the hospital experience on a daily basis. It strengthens Dr Koroma and Aminata’s characters
hugely when you realise right at the start of the film what their reality entails. Without this backdrop
one might misconstrue their reactions to women in the film as uncaring. We wanted to show heroes against an uncompromising and horrifying situation – the early death does this.
M: We decided that we wouldn’t shy away form the reality of life and death in a maternity ward
in Bo Government Hospital. Watching the film isn’t nearly as hard as it was to be there filming it,
which isn’t nearly as hard as living that reality. We decided to take the viewers straight into that
reality so that everyone is clear on what the situation is, what the odds are on a daily basis, and
what’s at stake. Personally I find the entire film very hard to watch and I’m always amazed that
people don’t leave. But there was no other way to tell an honest story.
PART OF THE POWER, WHICH IS MORE LIKE KNOCKOUT POWER, OF THIS FILM IS HOW CLOSE THE
VIEWER GETS TO DEATH WITHOUT BEING SENTIMENTAL. WE’VE SEEN IT IN TV DRAMA SERIES, BUT WE
HARDLY GET TO DEATH AS IT HAPPENS IN REAL LIFE. IT IS UNBEARABLE TO WATCH – WHAT WAS IT
LIKE TO FILM?
K: We knew it would be rough, but I think ultimately we were unprepared for just how hard the filming would be. It’s one thing to imagine being the uncompromising doc filmmaker tackling difficult
situations head on, and quite another thing to actually be there. Miki bore the brunt of the difficult
filming – being a woman she had access to the labour ward. One experience stands out: I had
been filming in the ward with Dr Koroma and Miki had gone off with our fixer to film in the labour
ward. When I was done, I saw her emerge and knew immediately that something was wrong. She
told me she had just filmed a birth where the baby died. There were times when we wondered if
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we could really go on. I could not have made this film with anyone else and especially someone I
was not friends with and did not know. The mutual support was key.
M: The problem is when you are filming you don’t really know what the outcome is, sometimes
even while you’re filming you don’t realise what you’re actually capturing until halfway through. The
incident with the death at birth that Kyle mentions was incredibly disturbing. The baby was born
with a chord around his neck and initially I was filming thinking it would be okay, then I realised
that things were going wrong and withdrew from the room as I did not feel comfortable filming this.
I was also very emotional and left the hospital for a while. I discovered when I returned that they
had managed to resuscitate the baby after I’d left.
On the other hand, the scene where the women dies happened so quickly, I did not actually realise
that she had died. I thought I was filming her being stabilised before an operation and afterwards
it dawned on me what had happened. Things happen so quickly, that often one just responds to a
situation and only when you are halfway through it do you realise what is really happening. I think
we were also in a state of semi-shock a lot of the time and coping mechanisms kick in.
What was really important was that Kyle and I could support each other emotionally as well, and
if one person needed a break, the other could continue. If one of us lost hope, the other would
encourage.
K: The other important thing was knowing when to leave the hospital and take a break. There was
one air-conditioned Lebanese owned restaurant in Bo which served real coffee and rotisserie
chicken and this was our retreat when the going got tough.
DID YOU HAVE DOUBTS ABOUT CONTINUING TO DO IT AFTER A FEW DAYS OF FILMING?
K: There were a few occasions where we would have like to have packed it in and just left Sierra
Leone. The story did not seem to be developing and we were slow in getting scenes in the bag.
But no, I don’t think we ever seriously considered quitting – you just have to trust in process and
keep going with the belief that the story will reveal itself.
M: I did often wonder what I was doing there, what I was hoping to achieve. It made me question
the power of documentary filmmaking in general and I did start feeling very despondent. The situation seemed so much bigger than our film could ever hope to capture. I questioned the effect of
the film, the value for the women involved, the value for the cause. I felt like running away from it
many times, but never quitting. I don’t really know the answer yet.
IF YOU DID HAVE DOUBTS WHY DID YOU CONTINUE TO FILM?
M: Once you’re committed mentally to a story, you can’t just drop it. I kept hoping to find an answer.
WHAT WAS IT LIKE BEING A TWO-DIRECTOR TEAM? HOW DID YOU DECIDE UPON THE DIRECTION
OF THE STORY WHILE FILMING?
K: Miki and I have worked together on a number of vérité style docs including Brass Boys (IDFA
Kids & Docs 2008) and Congo My Foot (Best Short Film Tri Continental 2009). We both direct from
behind the camera and have a pretty intuitive relationship in the field. There is never one person
directing – it’s a collaborative process where when one person has the camera the other keeps an
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eye for where things might be going. Often we split up and shoot independently.
M: I think we work well together. I think all films are collaborative – you just need to find the right
people to collaborate with. Sharing ethical values is important, agreeing creatively a lot of the time
helps, and being able to find things to laugh at. I think it would have been hard for either of us to
make this film alone.
WHAT DID YOU SHOOT ON AND WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THIS FORMAT?
K: We shot in XDCam 1080i. No reason aside from this is what we have. HD, because there is no
reason to not shoot in it anymore.
M: My camera was stolen so I used whatever Kyle had on offer.
HOW DID YOU FIND WORKING WITH THIS FORMAT? IT SEEMS TO HAVE HANDLED THE LOWLIGHT
INSIDE AMINATA’S HOUSE VERY WELL.
K: Truthfully, we could have done with better low light performance, but the camera, a JVC HM100,
held up pretty well. The nice thing about HD is that you can push it a little further in post before it
falls apart.
M: My first shots were all over-exposed and out of focus. I struggled with the JVC camera, I think
my hands were too big and I was used to the Sony Z1, but it got better. Kyle was very forgiving
and kept politely urging me to go to auto.
HOW ARE BIG HANDS SUITED TO THE SONY Z1?
M: The JVC is a smaller camera than the Z1 by probably about half, so the controls can be tricky
and small.
This was a joke and my way of apologising for struggling a bit with Kyle’s camera after being used
to my own. Cameras are very personal. It’s a tool and a friend – you need to know it to be able to
get the best results. Your relationship with the camera needs to be seamless, so that your technical understanding of it requires no thought while you’re working. It needs to be instinctive. Like
a real pianist no longer thinks about where the notes are, instead you use the tool creatively because you instinctively already know where everything is and what it can do.
DID YOU UNDERSTAND THE SIERRA LEONESE? HOW DID YOU NAVIGATE THROUGH THE FOREIGN
ENVIRONMENT?
K: The Creole is pretty easy to understand. It’s an English based Creole so one understands I
would say 40-50% of what is going on – enough to be able to respond to what people say, which
helped a lot. We also had an infield translator.
YOU SEEM TO HAVE SHOT BOTH HANDHELD AND ON LEGS – IS THIS CORRECT? OR YOU HAVE A
VERY STEADY HAND. WHAT MOTIVATED THE SHOOTING STYLE?
K: The character driven scenes were all hand held and then we would shoot cutaways around the
ward on legs. Legs were important for not getting too close to the patients and respecting their
space.
M: I think we generally went with what the situation required, trying not to make rules.
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EVERYONE SEEMS SO COMFORTABLE WITH THE CAMERA, ESPECIALLY THE TWO MAIN PARTICIPANTS
– HOW DID YOU ACHIEVE THIS?
K: I think it comes from firstly having two very engaging characters. Secondly, taking the time to
talk with people before you start shooting even though this can be frustrating as we were short on
time. It also comes from having shot a number of observational films I think, and knowing how to
read a character to get the best out of them. Knowing when to walk away from a scene or to step
back and give the character room to breathe (again, difficult when time is of the essence). I joke
with Miki that for me it is a bit like shooting natural history films – that you have to be patient and
slowly move towards your target, retreating when necessary and sensing the right time to get the
shot.
M: I think its about trust and respect. We explain what we would like to film, but then allow the
characters to guide us on where we are and aren’t welcome and then you sense it from there. It’s
important when filming documentaries to think of it as people’s lives and not a story. Think all the
time of how what you’re filming will impact on their lives and treat that with respect. Lives continue
after cameras go and what remains is more important than what you take away.
HOW COMFORTABLE WERE YOU ABOUT FILMING SOMETHING THAT WAS SO INTIMATE AND AT TIMES
ALSO DEVASTATING?
K: I try not to think about it while I am there. There is always time for meltdown when you get back.
I think we both had strong convictions that it was an important film to make and this allows one to
trust in the process and not to think about it.
M: I was often very uncomfortable and questioned our right to be there. But then I would be reassured as we built relationships with people and I felt welcome. We always spoke to each and every
person we filmed, explaining what we were doing, asking whether they did or didn’t want to be
filmed and respected that choice. Sometimes, I believe, you are also giving people something by
filming them, there is a certain recognition. It was a very hard shoot though, on many levels.
WHEN YOU USE THE WORD RECOGNITION, DO YOU MEAN THE AUDIENCE RECOGNISES
THE PARTICIPANT’S STORY?
M: I mean that when someone records your life they are giving it recognition.
I HAD A CHUCKLE WHEN I HEARD MIKI’S VOICE AND THEN THE DOCTOR RANTING OVER HER
VOICE ABOUT NOT HAVING HAD BREAKFAST AND NOT GETTING TO SEE PATIENTS WHO HAD BEEN
WAITING A LONG TIME. WERE THERE MANY SITUATIONS LIKE THIS ONE WHERE THE DOCTOR WAS
FRUSTRATED? IT PROVIDES GOOD CONTENT.
K: Unlike other films I have worked on where you have a choice of scenes I think we used every
scene we shot in Wellbodi Bizness. So the Koroma meltdown was the only one we shot.
M: You forget about all the scolding scenes we didn’t include! They were repetitive, though. Dr
Koromo is constantly venting his frustration at the lack of support. I felt for him about breakfast
though – I also lose my temper when I haven’t eaten.
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WHY DIDN’T YOU FILM THE BIRTH OF 15 YEAR OLD SATHU’S BABY?
K: We had to leave and had been waiting for days for it to happen. She was over term and Dr
Koroma kept saying he was going to do a Caesarean Section, but then he would be called away to
Freetown or something else would come up.
M: We were sorry to miss that. We met a lovely young German doctor who was doing research
and who was hoping to start a birthing clinic in the area. We told her about Sathu and she ended
up assisting Dr Koromo with the birth after we had left. I think she tried to give Sathu emotional
support through this terrifying experience and gave us feedback on how it went.
WAS IT PART OF YOUR PLAN THAT KYLE WOULD EDIT THE FILM?
K: Not part of the plan necessarily, but it was always a strong possibility. I have edited all the films
we have made together, and it seems such a natural part of the process. It was also, budget-wise,
not possible to hire an editor.
M: I can’t edit.
WHY DID KYLE EDIT THE FILM, I.E. WHY DIDN’T YOU CHOOSE AN EDITOR WHO WOULD BRING A
FRESH EYE TO THE STORY TO EDIT THE FILM?
K: We both felt very attached to the story and a strong sense of wanting to make it in a particular
way. While we were shooting there was an edit process of sorts going on already and this transferred into the suite. There was also content that I would not have felt comfortable allowing anyone
else to see. It was funny. We kind of locked ourselves away for a month and did not show it to
anyone – very unsure that we were on the right track and that people would even want to watch it.
M: The edit is key in how the story is told and Kyle was best suited to capturing the nuances of this
story, having been there.
On practical terms there was no budget for an editor – we both worked on the edit without budget.
I would work on structuring or content cutting the next scene while Kyle was busy on a scene, that
way making the workflow faster. Because we were both there, no time is wasted explaining or getting to know the material, etc.
WHAT WAS IT LIKE TO HAVE ONE OF THE DIRECTORS EDITING THE STORY? WHY WAS IT THIS WAY?
K: We both edited the film in many ways. We would look at selects and discuss how the next
scene should be cut. I would do an assembly and then we would work together shot by shot to
craft a scene. Many days we would only make it to 1pm and just call it quits. Working with the material was very hard. I would get into my car and realise how tense I was and have to just breathe
and calm down before driving home. The most important thing about the way Miki and I work
together is that we know when to hang on to something personally – like a favorite shot or piece
of dialogue – and when to let it go. A certain amount of tussling went on in the edit when we didn’t
always agree, but a well-timed cup of tea sorts out most problems. I really like this way of working
but it requires a great deal of mutual respect or it can fall apart.
M: I think it was fine. Kyle bore the brunt of the work and did a great job. I think my strength lies
in structure and he could put things together in a poetic way, so in a sense I could be a semi-objective eye to a scene he had cut and figure out where to go next – we would feed off each other,
which I think is really great. He’s also really fast in making decisions and I tend to ponder and pro
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crastinate, so this way I was just forced to make decisions and move on, which was the best way
to handle this film – instinctively and decisively.
THE WAY YOU HAVE USED B-ROLL TO TAKE US AWAY FROM THE DISTRESSING SCENES AT THE HOSPITAL WORKS VERY WELL FOR ME. THIS DOESN’T ALWAYS WORK – SOMETIMES I FIND THAT THE BROLL HAS NO RELATION AND FEELS LIKE IT DOESN’T BELONG TO THE STORY. WHY DO YOU THINK IT
WORKS?
K: This was something we decided on very early on and so we made a point of shooting the visual
scenes away from the hospital as crafted scenes themselves. Each of them tell you something
about Sierra Leone visually which adds to the story. In many ways we worked just as hard on the
b-roll sequences as the narrative sequences. We also wanted to have something visually aesthetic
to take us away from the dark and gritty scenes in the hospital.
M: We wanted the film to feel like a film and not a report, all things happen in a context and the
context is very relevant.
HOW MUCH INTERFERENCE WAS THERE FROM UNICEF IN THE FINAL OUTCOME OF THE STORY?
K: We were very fortunate in that they were happy with the film as it was, and were frankly very
surprised given that it shows the difficult reality rather than the fluffy donor films about Africa we
are all used to.
M: No interference really. Kyle edited a short advocacy clip according to their specifications, so
this film was really up to us.
THANKS KYLE AND MIKI FOR YOUR THOUGHTFUL RESPONSES THAT WILL GIVE READERS LOTS TO
THINK ABOUT. IT’S A BEAUTIFUL FILM AND I HOPE MANY MORE PEOPLE DO SEE IT!
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